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About This Game

Discover Viking Saga - Epic Adventure, the next fantastic chapter in the hit action series! Lodin, Dala's greedy father, doesn't
approve of the marriage between his daughter and Ingolf. Only when Ingolf brings Lodin the legendary Stone of Destiny, will he

give his permission. Join Ingolf on his amazing quest to find the diamond, and play Viking Saga - Epic Adventure now!

- Travel to unknown far lands to find the legendary Stone of Destiny;
- Complete 44 challenging levels to bring Ingolf and Dala back together;

- Manage resources, build, repair, demolish, and upgrade buildings and ships;
- Enjoy a captivating storyline and a fun variety of mini-games.
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Easier than the previous games in the series, which makes it less frustrating, but also less interesting. The level design is
generally good; some levels drag a bit, and the paths through tunnels could be more clearly marked, but I like the amount of
freedom you have in what to build where.

Widescreen is implemented awkwardly; if you click past the boundaries of where a 4:3 monitor would cut off, the edges of the
screen flash red and a "locked" notification pops up. It's ugly, and it's hard to tell at a glance which trees are inside the boundary
and clickable and which are not without hovering your mouse over everything. A minor annoyance, although I do appreciate that
the developers wanted to make sure the game didn't break on non-widescreen monitors.

Anyway, this is a solid time management game, if not a particularly memorable one, and fans of the genre should enjoy it..
Great game for everyday relax. But too short.
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